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ABC CUT

ABC MEN

SALON CREATIVE

COMPREHENSIVE

The abc Cut course is devoted to the touchstone
techniques used by Sassoon trained stylists,
allowing you the time and space to truly perfect
lines, graduation, layering and their combinations.
This course provides the very best foundation
for boosting your skills and knowledge, where
you will be immersed in hands-on practical
work sessions and detailed tutorials from highly
qualified instructors. Choosing the abc cutting will
give you the confidence to expand your repertoire
and develop your talents.

The abc Men course is devoted barbering
techniques of scissor over comb and clipper work
together with layering, graduation and lines.
Essential variations will show how these fundamental
techniques combine to produce a complete range
of contemporary shapes that when perfected, give
the platform to create a comprehensive repertoire
of looks. You will also study how proportion,
suitability and bone structure impact on the choice of
techniques and be able to implement this into your
everyday men’s work.

The Salon Creative Cut course will elevate your
day-to-day salon work to a new level. This course is
focused on creating salon looks to take back to your
own salon environment. Inspired by the proprietary
methods of abc Cutting Hair the Sassoon Way.
You will learn how Sassoon’s innovative cutting
techniques can be tailored to suit your clientele
while giving you the tools to inspire members of your
own team. You will leave you feeling inspired and
armed with a portfolio of new looks to increase your
revenue and boost your morale.

If you are a salon owner, head of an educational
facility or a newly licensed professional, the
Comprehensive course offers the perfect training
program for yourself and your team. Through six
fascinating topics, the Sassoon methodology is
explored in an engaging and informative format.
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ABC COLOUR

ABC FOIL

BLONDES

Our abc color course is the perfect introduction
to this invigorating medium, as selecting and
applying color is a skill that will add extensively
to your earning potential. During the course,
you will study color chart theory as well as total,
partial and combination color techniques through
demonstrations and daily hands-on work sessions.
You will soon be confident in selecting colors that
complement your clients’ skin tones and choosing
application techniques that will add a new
dimension to the cut. We believe that mastering
these key skills is greatly beneficial before moving
on to advanced work.

This course will reveal the key methods of
partial color through guided hands on sessions
and insightful demonstrations. Highlighting,
slicing and singles, foil sectioning, placement,
weaving, folding and sealing will be studied on a
comprehensive range of hair lengths and textures
providing a complete spectrum of partial coloring
techniques. Every colorist needs a thorough
understanding of the principles of color theory
as well as becoming proficient in selecting foil
techniques that are suitable to achieve a new
dimension to the cut.

Color choice, application and technique is key
to achieving blonde perfection. We will help you
achieve Blonde perfection through guided hands-on
sessions and insightful demonstrations. With so
many colors in the blonde portfolio, we will teach
you all you need know about depth and tone, warm
and cool skin tones. Every colorist needs a thorough
understanding of the principles of color theory as
well as understanding the importance of accurate
application to achieve the desired result.
Mastering these key skills will help you achieve
blonde perfection.
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TEXTURE

BALAYAGE FOIL

1-ON-1 TUITION

Sassoon Texture is designed to give you mastery of
textured hair, giving you the confidence to expand
your repertoire and develop your talents. We will
share with you modern ways of working with naturally
wavy and curly hair. You will utilize the abc techniques
in combination with collection techniques to create
modern balances and proportions. This course
provides the very best foundation for boosting your
skills and knowledge in this specialist area, immersing
yourself in hands-on practical work sessions and
detailed tutorials from highly qualified instructors.

LED BY CELEBRITY COLORIST DIANNE DEGNAN
This unique course is designed for all levels of
experience. Using a variation of foil techniques to
achieve the perfect blend, this course will break down
everything you need to know to build a customised
look for each individual client to create a modern,
dimensional blonde. Learn tips and tricks from
celebrity colorist Dianne Degnan.

If you have individual objectives that supersede the
current range of Sassoon courses, then contact us for
a personalised 1-ON-1 programme. Our team are
here to work with you to design a unique learning
experience for any number of days that will expand
your skill repertoire and increase your earning
potential.

DAY 1: Look and Learn
DAY 2: Hands On session guided by Dianne
NOTE: DAY 1 MUST BE BOOKED TO BE ELIGIBLE
TO BOOK DAY 2.

A 1-ON-1 tuition environment provides a higher
degree of bespoke instruction. Students will benefit
from immediate constructive feedback after every
model and are encouraged to document their work
by taking before and after photographs as well
as being assisted in making notes, drawing and
diagrams.
For any number of days, our team are here to work
with you on designing a unique learning experience
that will expand your skill repertoire and increase
your earning potential.
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